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Studies over 5 decades have examined ABO blood groups and risk of pancreatic cancer in Western, Asian, and other populations, though no systematic review has been published. We studied data from 908 pancreatic cancer cases and 1,067 population controls collected during December 2006–January 2011 in urban Shanghai, China, and reviewed the literature for all studies of this association. Random-effects meta-analysis provided summary odds ratio estimates according to blood group and by populations endemic versus nonendemic for cytotoxin-associated gene A (CagA)-positive Helicobacter pylori. In our Shanghai study, versus group O, only ABO group A was associated with risk (odds ratio (OR) = 1.60, 95% confidence interval (CI): 1.27, 2.03). In 24 pooled studies, group A showed increased risk in both CagA-nonendemic and -endemic populations (OR_{pooled} = 1.40, 95% CI: 1.32, 1.49). In nonendemic populations, groups B and AB were also associated with higher risk (OR = 1.38, 95% CI: 1.16, 1.64; and OR = 1.52, 95% CI: 1.24, 1.85, respectively). However, in CagA-endemic populations, groups B and AB were not associated with risk (OR = 1.05, 95% CI: 0.92, 1.19; and OR = 1.13, 95% CI: 0.92, 1.38, respectively). These population differences were significant. One explanation for contrasts in associations of blood groups B and AB between CagA-endemic and -nonendemic populations could involve gastric epithelial expression of A versus B antigens on colonization behaviors of CagA-positive and CagA-negative H. pylori strains.
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Abbreviations: CagA, cytotoxin-associated gene A; CI, confidence interval; OR, odds ratio; SNP, single nucleotide polymorphism.

Pancreatic cancer is one of the most aggressive cancers. Incidence of the disease has increased dramatically in China over the last 30 years. In urban Shanghai, the average annual age-adjusted incidence rate (per 100,000 people) rose from 3.7 in men and 3.2 in women in 1973 to 11.2 in men and 10.9 in women in 2000 (1). Most patients are diagnosed at late stages, and the prognosis of pancreatic cancer is dismal, with median survival of less than 6 months and overall 5-year survival of less than 5% (2). Cigarette smoking and family history of cancer are 2 known risk factors but do not explain much of the disease’s etiology (3, 4).

An association between ABO blood group and risk of pancreatic cancer was considered more than 50 years ago in the context of explorations between blood groups and various malignant diseases (5). After publication of a few reports, interest largely waned until the PanScan genome-wide association study identified the single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) rs305922, which is highly linked to ABO groups O versus non-O, as its top hit (6). Studies of pancreatic cancer and ABO groups have been fairly consistent in identifying blood group A in association with increased risk, but variable as to whether blood groups B or AB are also associated with risk, particularly in Asian populations, where colonization by cytotoxin-associated gene A (CagA)-positive strains of Helicobacter pylori is common. We carried out a large population-based case-control study of pancreatic cancer in urban Shanghai, China, and sought to address ABO blood group associations with pancreatic cancer in CagA-endemic and -nonendemic populations through meta-analysis of results from the Shanghai study along with all available published studies.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study population

Between December 2006 and January 2011, subjects were enrolled in a population-based case-control study of pancreatic cancer in urban Shanghai, China. All participants were Shanghai residents aged 35–79 years. Potential cases were identified through an “instant case reporting system” of networked hospital staff in the 37 major Shanghai hospitals in which the majority of individuals with pancreatic cancer are diagnosed and obtain care. In total, 1,237 newly diagnosed patients with pancreatic cancer were reported to the Shanghai Cancer Institute over the 49-month enrollment period. Of these, 149 had died, were unable to be contacted, or refused to participate; the remaining 1,088 (88%) were recruited into the study. All relevant hospital records, pathology reports and slides, and imaging materials were collected for subsequent review of case eligibility by an expert panel of clinicians and pathologists organized specifically for this study. Among the 1,088 patients, 198 were excluded because of diagnoses of benign tumors or of nonpancreatic or nonadenocarcinoma primaries, leaving 890 confirmed cases of pancreatic cancer for analysis. During the 49 months of patient accrual, representative population controls were randomly selected from the files of the Shanghai Residents Registry according to categories of frequency matching by age group and sex. The Shanghai Residents Registry enumerates all permanent residents of Shanghai. Contact was attempted for 1,653 candidates. Among those selected, 94 were found to have been diagnosed with malignant diseases and 30 were deceased (both categories ineligible). An additional 462 refused to participate. The remaining 1,067 (70%) were recruited as controls. The study was approved by the institutional human subjects review boards of the Shanghai Cancer Institute and Yale University.

Assessment of ABO blood group

At interview, subjects provided signed informed consent, after which they were interviewed in person by trained study staff. Upon completion of the questionnaire interview, saliva samples were obtained from 84% of subjects with Oragene DNA collection kits (DNA Genotek, Inc., Kanata, Ontario, Canada) and venipuncture blood samples were obtained from 80% of subjects, yielding biospecimens for genetic analysis from a total of 847 cases and 975 controls.

Following interviews, blood samples (packed on ice) and Oragene saliva samples were immediately transported to the Shanghai Cancer Institute specimen processing laboratory, where they were promptly centrifuged, aliquotted into standard components, and frozen at −80°C. After the study received export approval by the Chinese National Office for the Management of Human Genetic Resources, aliquot samples were shipped via air courier to our laboratories at Yale University (New Haven, Connecticut). DNA was extracted from the saliva samples according to the manufacturer’s directions and stored at −80°C. For analysis of samples when saliva specimens were unavailable or did not work after repeated genotyping attempts, DNA was extracted from buffy coat aliquots by standard methods with MagNA Pure Compact nucleic acid isolation kits (Roche Diagnostics Co., Indianapolis, Indiana).

The common ABO blood groups were determined by genotyping 2 known functional SNPs, rs8176719 and rs8176746, with custom TaqMan genotyping assays (Applied Biosystems, Inc., Foster City, California) following the manufacturer’s instructions. The rs8176719 variant encodes the exon 6 261G deletion, which results in the common O allele, whereas rs8176746 encodes exon 7 C796A, which is I of the 7 standard ABO variants that distinguish A alleles from B alleles. Minor groove binder (MGB) probes and primers and assay conditions were as described elsewhere (7). Because rs8176746 is 7 nucleotide bases from a second variant, rs8176747 (G803C), the probes and primers for rs8176746 simultaneously determine the presence of both SNPs or neither SNP. These 2 SNPs are extremely highly linked, and discordant pairings create very rare ABO genotypes (8). Phased haplotypes of the rs8176719 and rs8176746 alleles were determined (Web Appendix 1, available at http://aje.oxfordjournals.org/). To validate the assays, we genotyped 30 buffy coat DNA samples (5 each of AA, AO, BB, BO, AB, and OO) from our Connecticut pancreas cancer case-control study (9) as described here and compared with their hemagglutination phenotype results (A, B, AB, and O), showing 100% concordance.

Meta-analysis

The Ovid Medline and PubMed databases were searched for articles published from database inception through September 30, 2012. Our search strategy included only the terms “ABO” or “AB0” and “cancer” or “carcinoma” or “adenocarcinoma” in any text field of the databases. This search identified 463 distinct publications that were individually examined for studies of human subjects in which frequencies or estimated relative risks of the ABO blood groups were reported for pancreatic cancer cases and controls. We reviewed the bibliographies of all relevant publications to identify possible additional studies for inclusion. Studies were considered regardless of publication language, location, or population. We generally followed the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses checklist as it applies to reviews of observational studies (10).

We considered as eligible only articles with original study data. Data from secondary analyses or meta-analyses were not included. Where multiple papers described substantially the same subjects, we included only the largest or most informative results. For articles that provided adjusted odds ratio or relative risk estimates and 95% confidence intervals, we used those data as published. Various patient characteristics, such as tumor location or grade, subject sex, age at diagnosis, body mass index, smoking status, and others, have been examined according to ABO blood group and have not shown appreciable differences (11–13), nor has patient survival differed substantially by ABO group (14, 15). Thus, for studies providing only raw ABO blood-group frequencies, we calculated and used unadjusted odds ratios and their confidence intervals. One otherwise eligible study
that used individual case-control matching reported too few cases with blood group O (n = 1) and thus was not included in our analyses. Descriptions of the individual studies are noted in the Results section, and detailed discussion of possible overlaps among the Shanghai and Heidelberg studies is presented in Web Appendix 1.

For the combined study analyses, fixed-effects model Cochran’s Q heterogeneity P values were extreme for all of the blood groups (P ≤ 0.016); thus, we used random-effects models that included a study heterogeneity variance component according to the method of DerSimonian and Laird (17). In each analysis, studies having fewer than 2 pancreatic cancer cases or controls were omitted. This accounts for some slight variation in total numbers of subjects analyzed across the various blood groups and genotypes. One study that provided blood group frequencies separately for black and white subjects was analyzed as separate data sets (18).

The study by Macafee (19) combined a small number of individuals with blood types B and AB together into 1 category, and because AB frequency is generally much lower than B frequency in Western populations, we considered all of the combined subjects as group B. We did not weight individual study odds ratios by any measures of study quality. All summary analysis calculations were performed in Microsoft Excel (Microsoft Corp., Redmond, Washington). Odds ratio estimates were verified by unconditional logistic regression adjusted for study. To evaluate possible publication bias, all forest plots of results list the studies ordered according to decreasing association variance, as funnel plots. All P values are 2-sided.

We examined possible heterogeneity of results according to various study subclassifications, including East Asian versus Western and CagA-positive H. pylori–endemic versus –nonendemic study populations. CagA-positive–endemic and –nonendemic populations were so classified according to criteria discussed by Pounder and Ng (20), Perez-Perez et al. (21), and Epplein et al. (22). To determine statistical significance of the comparisons, the separate study subgroups were assumed to be independent, and thus the differences in pooled log odds ratios normally distributed, with variances given by the sum of the variances of the subgroup pooled log estimates.

RESULTS

Shanghai study

In total, 847 confirmed pancreatic cancer cases and 975 population controls were recruited into the study and provided biospecimens. Saliva samples were genotyped for 656 cases and 949 controls, and buffy coat specimens were genotyped for 191 cases and 26 controls. Saliva genotyping of 1 case sample and 4 control samples was unsuccessful for both ABO SNPs after 3 attempts each, yielding successful genotyping of 846 cases and 971 controls. Among the subjects for whom buffy coat specimens were genotyped were 45 with saliva specimens that had failed genotyping of 1 or both SNPs. Thus, the success fraction for genotyping the saliva samples for the 2 SNPs was 1,605/(1,605 + 5 + 45) = 97%. To confirm genotyping accuracy, we repeated genotyping in blinded fashion of 77 saliva and 6 buffy coat DNA samples for rs8176746 and 69 saliva and 6 buffy coat DNA samples for rs8176719. All of the repeat genotypes were identical to the original results. Regarding age, sex, education, alcohol intake, and tobacco use, characteristics were similar between interviewed cases and controls, between genotyped cases and controls, and between genotyped subjects and total subjects (Web Table 1).

Tables 1 and 2 show the genotype and phenotype distributions of the ABO groups in cases and controls. The odds ratio for all non-O blood groups as a whole compared with group O was 1.31 (95% confidence interval (CI): 1.07, 1.61). Analyses limited to cases with pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma as proven by direct examination of pathology specimens produced similar odds ratios (for group A, odds ratio (OR) = 1.51, 95% CI: 1.08, 2.12; for group B, OR = 0.98, 95% CI: 0.68, 1.42; for group AB, OR = 1.19,

---

Table 1. ABO Blood Group Genotypes of Pancreatic Cancer Patients and Population Control Subjects, Urban Shanghai, China, 2006–2011

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>rs8176746 × rs8176719 Genotypea</th>
<th>No. of Cases</th>
<th>Genotype Frequency in Cases, %</th>
<th>No. of Controls</th>
<th>Genotype Frequency in Controls, %</th>
<th>Phenotype A Alleles</th>
<th>Phenotype B Alleles</th>
<th>Phenotype AB Alleles</th>
<th>Phenotype O Alleles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AA × GG</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>BB</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA × GD</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>BO</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC × GG</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td></td>
<td>AB</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC × GDc</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>21.7</td>
<td>232</td>
<td>23.9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>BO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC × GG</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>AA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC × GD</td>
<td>257</td>
<td>30.4</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>22.9</td>
<td>AO</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC × DD</td>
<td>221</td>
<td>26.1</td>
<td>308</td>
<td>31.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>OO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a The rs8176719 alleles are exon 6 261G (“G”) and 261delG (“D”). The rare genotypes AA × DD and AC × DD did not occur among cases or controls. (See footnote b.)

b The AD haplotype corresponds to the rare O24, O40, or O41 alleles (8).

c The AC × GD genotype denotes either haplotypes AG and CD (the common BO alleles, respectively) or AD and CG, which haplotype is rare in the Han Chinese population.

---

Table 2.  ABO Phenotype Odds Ratios for Pancreatic Cancer With Respect to Group O, Urban Shanghai, China, 2006–2011

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phenotype</th>
<th>Frequency, %</th>
<th>Odds Ratio</th>
<th>95% Confidence Interval</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A (alleles AA, AO)</td>
<td>37.7</td>
<td>28.5</td>
<td>1.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B (alleles BB, BO)</td>
<td>25.5</td>
<td>28.4</td>
<td>1.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB (alleles AB)</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td>1.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O (alleles OO)</td>
<td>26.1</td>
<td>31.7</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

95% CI: 0.75, 1.91; and for all non-O groups combined, OR = 1.24, 95% CI: 0.92, 1.67.

Meta-analysis

Web Table 2 shows characteristics of the present study and the 23 other independent studies identified in review of the literature (5, 7, 9, 12, 15, 18, 19, 23–38) as eligible for inclusion in our combined analyses. Data in Vogel and Krüger (39) were not used because primary data from each of the original studies were available. In total, data from 10,415 cases and 869,044 controls were used in the present analyses.

Most studies included in the meta-analysis determined ABO phenotype by anti-serum hemagglutination methods. These methods are sufficiently standard and widely used in large-scale blood banking that, where studies omitted description of their ABO determination method, we assumed it to be seroagglutination. Five recent studies determined ABO germline genotypes. Three of these (15, 27, 36) involved genotyping rs817679, in very high linkage disequilibrium with rs8176719, which as a homozygote deletion, underlies all of blood group O, save for some rare O variant groups. The remaining 2 studies (Nakao et al. (7) and the present study) genotyped rs8176719 directly. Three of the genotyping studies (Nakao et al. (7), Wolpin et al. (27), and the present study) additionally genotyped rs8176746, which identifies groups A, B, and AB (Table 1). These 3 studies allow examination of AA, AO, BB, and BO genotypes in addition to the 4 phenotypes. Regardless of the genotyping method, all of the studies except that by Greer et al. (35) had case and control allele frequencies in Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (all P values > 0.28). The 700,000 controls in the report by Greer et al. (35) had P = 0.009 which, when considering multiple comparisons across 24 studies, is still within acceptable Hardy-Weinberg proportions.

Figures 1–4 show funnel plots of the random-effects meta-analyses of pancreatic cancer risk according to blood groups A, B, AB, and all non-O, respectively, versus group O. No evidence of publication bias appears in any of the figures. Overall, all 3 non-O phenotypes are associated with significantly increased risk compared with group O. Exclusion of individual studies showed that no study affected the magnitudes of association by more than 4.5% (Web Table 3). Even though all 3 non-O blood groups have significant associations, the blood group–specific risks differ from each other in magnitude; in combined analysis of 20 studies directly examining risk for blood group A compared with blood group B, the odds ratio was 1.16 (95% CI: 1.01, 1.34; P = 0.033). Further, this difference is present in heterogeneity of group B risk between CagA-positive H. pylori–endemic populations (largely East Asian) versus nonendemic (Western) populations. For the studies of CagA-positive strain-endemic populations (identified in Web Table 2), the summary group B versus group O odds ratio was 1.05 (95% CI: 0.92, 1.20), whereas for Western studies, the group B versus O odds ratio was 1.38 (95% CI: 1.16, 1.64) (Figure 2), which was very similar to the odds ratio of 1.42 for group A versus group O in the Western studies. The odds ratios for group B versus O between the CagA-endemic and nonendemic studies were significantly different (P = 0.014). Within the endemic populations, the group B odds ratios were similar between the Chinese and Japanese studies (P = 0.68). For group AB versus group O, a similar significant difference of odds ratios between CagA-endemic and nonendemic populations was also seen (P = 0.040) (Figure 3). In the analyses of studies of endemic and nonendemic populations, no individual study affected the magnitude of the odds ratio by more than 8.0% (Web Table 3).

Three studies that provided ABO genotype frequency details (Nakao et al. (7), Wolpin et al. (27), and the present study) allowed calculation of pooled pancreatic cancer odds ratio estimates for AA, AO, BB, and BO compared with genotype OO (group O), as follows: 1.59 (95% CI: 1.27, 1.98); 1.43 (95% CI: 1.25, 1.65); 1.62 (95% CI: 0.77, 3.38); and 1.28 (95% CI: 1.07, 1.53), respectively. No difference was apparent between the summary odds ratios for AA and AO (P = 0.42) or BB and BO (P = 0.37). This lack of difference held in the 1 study of Western populations (27) (P = 0.19 for AA vs. AO and P = 0.17 for BB vs. BO) and in the 2 studies of East Asian populations (Nakao et al. (7) and the present study) (P = 0.75 and P = 0.77, respectively), though the numbers of subjects who had homozygous B alleles were small.

Table 3 presents the odds ratios in inverse direction for groups B, AB, and O with respect to group A for CagA-endemic and -nonendemic population studies separately. In the CagA-endemic population studies, all 3 blood groups had lower risk than group A, whereas in the CagA-nonendemic population studies, only group O differed from group A.

DISCUSSION

In our population-based case-control study, we found significantly increased risk of pancreatic cancer in Han Chinese individuals with ABO blood group A compared with group O, but little evidence of increased risk associated with groups B or AB. In a meta-analysis including our investigation and 23 published studies, we found significantly increased pancreatic cancer risk with all 3 non-O blood types in studies of individuals in populations not endemic for CagA-positive strains of H. pylori. However, in studies of endemic populations (largely Chinese or Japanese), we found increased risk associated only with group A and no increased risk with groups B or AB. The presence of 1 or 2 A alleles (genotypes AA and AO) or 1 or 2 B alleles (genotypes BB and BO) did not affect these findings.
Previous investigators of ABO blood groups and risk of pancreatic cancer have hypothesized that the effects of non-O blood type on risk may be mediated by a small variety of physiological differences, including inflammation alterations through ABO-related changes in tumor necrosis factor-α, E-selectin, or soluble intercellular adhesion molecule 1 (40–44).
Paré et al. (42) found significantly decreased levels of soluble intercellular adhesion molecule 1 for blood group subtype A101 (A¹) versus O, but not for A201 (A²), B, or AB versus O. Both A101 and A201 alleles are associated with expression of blood group A antigens, though the A201 glycosyltransferase is 30–50 times weaker than the A101 enzyme (45). Perhaps more importantly, compared with A101, A antigens in A201 individuals are more narrowly
expressed on a restricted range of antigen core-glycoprotein structures and with appreciably lesser abundance (46). Interestingly, Wolpin et al. (13) examined pancreatic cancer risk according to subtypes A101 and A201, showing significantly increased risk with \textit{A101} alleles but not with \textit{A201} alleles. Wolpin et al. (13) attributed the lack of increased risk to the functionally lower $\alpha_1,3$ \textit{N}-acetylgalactosamine A-determinant attachment ability of the A201 transferase. Although this enzyme difference may be true, we suggest that the appreciably reduced expression of A antigen determinants in individuals carrying \textit{A201} alleles makes them more like carriers of \textit{O} alleles in terms of pancreatic cancer risk.

\textbf{Figure 3.} Random-effects meta-analysis forest plot of the odds ratio of pancreatic cancer according to ABO blood group AB with respect to group O. The studies are arranged in descending order of their variances, as a funnel plot. The solid squares are centered on the odds ratio (OR) point estimate from each study, and the horizontal line through each square indicates the 95% confidence interval (CI) for the study estimate. The area of each square represents the relative weight of the study in the meta-analysis. The center of each diamond indicates the inverse variance-weighted summary estimate of the magnitude of association, and the horizontal tips of the diamond represent the 95% CI. Summary odds ratios are shown for all studies combined and separately for studies of CagA-positive \textit{Helicobacter pylori}–endemic populations (“CE,” shown in gray) and CagA-nonendemic populations (“CNE,” shown in black).
Figure 4. Random-effects meta-analysis forest plot of the odds ratio of pancreatic cancer according to non-O ABO blood groups taken as a whole, with respect to group O. The studies are arranged in descending order of their variances, as a funnel plot. The solid squares are centered on the odds ratio (OR) point estimate from each study, and the horizontal line through each square indicates the 95% confidence interval (CI) for the study estimate. The area of each square represents the relative weight of the study in the meta-analysis. The center of each diamond indicates the inverse variance-weighted summary estimate of the magnitude of association, and the horizontal tips of the diamond represent the 95% CI. Summary odds ratios are shown for all studies combined and separately for studies of CagA-positive *Helicobacter pylori*–endemic populations (“CE,” shown in gray) and CagA-nonendemic populations (“CNE,” shown in black).
risk. We note that the strongest ABO-associated SNP, rs507666, in the genome-wide association study study of Paré et al. (42) had an $r^2$ of only 1.5% with soluble intercellular adhesion molecule 1 levels, whereas 3 SNPs in the ICAM-1 locus itself had together an $r^2$ of 6.9%, and tobacco smoking, body mass index, and age had $r^2$ values of 13.5%, 3.5%, and 1.2%, respectively. The ICAM-1 locus was not seen in the top 100 findings of the PanScan genome-wide association study (6, 47). Thus, at least for effects on soluble intercellular adhesion molecule 1 levels, it seems doubtful that this mechanism conveys the ABO association with risk of pancreatic cancer.

In addition, it is difficult to envision how such host physiological effects of the ABO blood groups would differ between East Asian and Western populations for group B but not for group A. Among Western individuals of group A, approximately one-quarter carry 1 or 2 A201 alleles (35, 48–50) (Table 4), and 18% of group A carry A201 alleles without any A101 alleles, whereas the A201 allele is not seen among Chinese or Japanese individuals (who carry A101 or A102, which have equal transferase activity) (48, 51–53) (Table 4). On the basis of A201 allele frequency, pancreatic cancer risk for blood group A individuals as a whole should be greater in studies of Chinese and Japanese populations (54, 55) than in Western ones; however, in our meta-analysis, the risks appear to be similar (Figure 1). The same problem applies to blood group AB: 17% of Western AB persons carry A201 compared with none among Chinese or Japanese AB individuals, but the risk of pancreatic cancer is seen for AB only among studies of Western individuals (Figure 3) ($P = 0.054$) compared with studies of East Asian individuals. Finally, the majority of B blood group genotypes (B101 O01, B101 O02, and B101 B101) comprise the same alleles in both Western and East Asian populations, with similar relative frequencies between the 2 regions (Table 4), yet our meta-analysis (Figure 2) demonstrates increased risk with group B only in Western studies ($P = 0.014$). According to our results (Table 3), all non-O blood groups convey increased risk in Western populations, whereas only blood group A conveys increased risk in East Asian populations. Perhaps this explains why the 2 genome-wide association studies of pancreatic cancer in China (56) and Japan (36), that examined only rs505922 genotype and thus only non-O blood groups combined versus group O, have not found significant associations; they combine blood groups B and AB with A, diluting the A association.

We suggest that this apparent difference among populations in the ABO blood group associations with risk of pancreatic cancer may result from differences in H. pylori colonization among the populations. In our Connecticut study (9), increased risk associated with H. pylori seropositivity occurred only for individuals colonized by CagA-negative bacterial strains. In that study, seropositivity for CagA-positive strains was associated with a nonsignificant decreased risk. Both CagA-positive and CagA-negative H. pylori seroposivities were prevalent among individuals in the study. In contrast, in Chinese and Japanese populations, much larger fractions of the populations are colonized by H. pylori than are those in the United States, and the majority of colonized individuals carry CagA-positive bacterial strains, which in those populations may not be associated with increased risk of pancreatic cancer (57). CagA-positive H. pylori strains bind to gastric mucosal epithelial Lewis b and H type 1 antigens (58). This binding is stericly adjacent to the ABO A and B determinants on terminal glycoprotein chains and likely interacts with those antigens (59). Thus, the differential risks of the B and AB blood groups between East Asian and Western populations may involve organism strain frequency differences between CagA-positive endemic versus -nonendemic areas.

Our Shanghai case-control study has a number of strengths. Patients were recruited through an “instant case reporting system” in 37 major hospitals in urban Shanghai, and normal controls were randomly selected from the entire nontransient population of the urban area, greatly enhancing study representativeness. Our case ascertainment was thorough, with physician report as the initial ascertainment criterion and final review and confirmation of case eligibility by a dedicated panel of clinical and pathology experts. Subject response and availability of biosamples were as high as or higher than in any population-based pancreatic cancer case-control study of which we are aware. More than 99% of study subjects were of Han ethnicity, avoiding population stratification differences.

With regard to our meta-analysis, some points are worth considering. The validity of our results rests largely on 3 factors: accuracy of the measurement of interest, representativeness of the controls, and representativeness of the cases. For ABO phenotype determination, most of the included

**Table 3.** Pancreatic Cancer Odds Ratio According to ABO Blood Group With Respect to Group A, in Meta-Analysis of CagA-Endemic and -Nonendemic Populations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Blood Group</th>
<th>Odds Ratio</th>
<th>95% Confidence Interval</th>
<th>Odds Ratio</th>
<th>95% Confidence Interval</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B versus A</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.66, 0.86</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.79, 1.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB versus A</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.67, 1.00</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>0.89, 1.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O versus A</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.64, 0.85</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.62, 0.88</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4. Published Frequencies of ABO Alleles in Chinese, Japanese, and White European Populations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Allele Frequencya, %</td>
<td>Allele Type A101</td>
<td>Allele Frequencyb, %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Alleles</td>
<td>20.2</td>
<td>A101</td>
<td>28.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>92.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A201</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A(var)g</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B Alleles</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>B101</td>
<td>17.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>99.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>B(var)g</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O Alleles</td>
<td>59.8</td>
<td>O01</td>
<td>54.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>59.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>O02</td>
<td>38.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>O(var)g</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a Based on data from 285,481 Han individuals across China (54).
b Based on genotyping Han individuals in Hong Kong (n = 125) (48) and Zhejiang Province (n = 417) (51).
c Based on data from 4,464,349 Japanese individuals (55).
d Based on genotyping Japanese individuals in Osaka (n = 520) (52) and in the Tokyo area (n = 340) (53).
e Based on data from 708,842 Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, blood donors (35).
f Based on genotyping white European individuals in London (n = 98) (48); Germany (n = 169) (49); Italy (n = 232) (50); and Israel (n = 180) (50).
g A(var), B(var), and O(var) denote collected minor and rare variants.

Studies used standard hemagglutination methods where specific allelic associations were found and on which blood banking relies. Only 3 of our included studies examined ABO genotype; thus, even though our analysis involved more than 10,000 cases in total, the control studies to miss subjects with shorter survival. For the major ethnic groups in our meta-analysis, ABO phenotype group frequencies are within a few percent of known distributions (62, 63) (Table 4), and all of the phenotype distributions included in our meta-analysis were within the Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (Web Table 4).
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